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Abstract 

For many reasons, multilevel relations are decomposed. Several decomposition 
algorithms have been proposed but we show that many difficulties would appear when 
implementing them - especially performance loss and problems to propagate low 
classified updates to higher classified re lations. In this paper, we propose a security 
model which provides means to protect all characteristics of an object including object 
existence, attribute tuple values and attribute set values and we show how to decompose 
a multilevel object oriented database which supports these complex multilevel objects 
into a collection of single level databases. This idea is similar to the idea already 
proposed for multilevel relational databases. However, our approach takes fully 
advantage of the object oriented model. Hence, we claim that the kemelized architecture 
we suggest for object oriented databases does not suffer from the drawbacks noticed for 
relational systems based on this architecture. In particular, it does not cause important 
performance losses and the semantics of update operations is straightforward in 
comparison with the one previously developed for multi-level relations. 

1. Introduction 
For many years, much database security research work has been trying to extend 

the classical relational model to obtain multi-level relations. In this context, the 1982 
Air Force Summer Study lAir83] suggested three different architectures for building 
secure multilevel database management systems. These architectures differ from how 
the multilevel data is physically stored. The first architecture is called the kernelized 
DBMS. Most of  the current research in secure databases are based on this architecture 
[Hin75,Gro76,Den87,Gar90,Hai90]. In this architecture, the multilevel database is 
part i t ioned into singlelevel  databases which are stored separately. The second 
architecture is called the distributed DBMS in [Air83] or the replicated DBMS in 
[Jaj90b]. In this architecture, there is a database at each security class which contains 
all data whose classifications are less or equal to the database security class; each 
database is associated with a separate DBMS. As its name suggests, in the replicated 
architecture, we need means to replicate lower data in all databases containing higher 
level data. There are only a few research projects which are based on this architecture 
[Fro89, McC92]. The third architecture is based on integrity lock technology. As 
noticed in [Jaj90b], this last architecture is vulnerable to Trojan Horse attacks and we 
will no longer consider this approach in the rest of this paper. 
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Another problem which has also been deeply investigated in the past is how access 
classes should be assigned to data stored in relations. The proposals have ranged from 
assigning access class to relations, assigning access class to individual tuples in a 
relation or assigning access class to individual attributes of each tuple. If the 
architecture of the database is the kernelized or replicated DBMS, then in both case we 
need to decompose the multilevel relations. In the kernelized architecture, the goal is to 
obtain a collection of single-level base relations which are then physically stored in the 
database. In the replicated architecture, the goal is to extract relations which contain all 
data at or below each security level. The difficulties of the decomposition depend on 
how classifications are assigned to data. If classifications are assigned to relations or 
tuples, then the decomposition is straightforward. On the other hand, if classifications 
are assigned to attributes, this decomposition it turns out is not trivial. In this context, 
several decomposition algorithms have been proposed in particular by Denning et al. 
[Den87], Jajodia and Sandhu [Jaj90a,Jaj91]. 

More recently, the object oriented model was defined and it is already starting to 
root as the new generation of database systems. Object oriented databases present 
important advantages over classical database systems, in particular, through the 
notions of encapsulation and inheritance, they are fundamentally designed to reduce 
the difficulty of managing complex data. They also include the notion of methods 
which are general programs that are associated with an object class to perform specific 
computation. 

Several proposals have appeared in the literature dealing with security models for 
object-oriented databases and it seems that we are involved in debate similar to that 
about relational databases, namely how to assign access classes to data stored in 
objects. Some proposals consider that every object must be assigned a unique 
classification that applies to all its content (attributes and methods) [Mi192] or only to 
the passive content (attributes) [Jaj90c]. The advantage of  this approach is the 
simplicity with which security policies can be stated and enforced. However, as objects 
are used to model real world entities, it may seem somewhat restrictive that all objects 
have only a single security level. Hence, other proposals introduce also a finer grain of 
classification in assigning a classification to each pair (attribute, value) [Kee89,Var91]. 
This approach allows us to easily represent multilevel entities in the object oriented 
database, but some researchers consider that multilevel objects are likely to introduce 
overwhelming difficulties (cf. [Lun90] for instance) or try to demonstrate that 
restricting objects to be single level does not have to imply that it would not be still 
possible to represent multilevel entities [Jaj90c]. 

In this paper, we propose an approach for a secure multilevel object oriented 
database management system which supports multilevel entities. The central idea is to 
decompose a multilevel object oriented database into a collection of single level 
databases and is similar to the idea already proposed for multilevel relational 
databases. However, our approach takes full advantage of the object oriented model. 
Hence, we guess that the kernelized architecture we suggest for object oriented 
databases does not suffer from the drawbacks noticed for relational systems based on 
this architecture. In particular, it only causes a marginal performance loss. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we propose a brief 
survey of several algorithms proposed to decompose multi-level relations, focussing 
on the difficulties generated by the implementation of these algorithms. In section 3, 
we informally describe the main principles of the object oriented model we may use to 
simplify the decomposition of multilevel objects. In section 4, we develop a security 
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model for object oriented databases based on these principles. This model provides 
means to protect all characteristics of an object including object existence, attribute 
tuple values and attribute set values. We also give formal operational semantics for 
update operations which turn out to be straightforward in comparison to the one 
previously developed for multi-level relations [Jaj90d]. Finally, section 6 concludes the 
paper on further work that remains to be done. 

2. D e c o m p o s i t i o n  o f  Mul t i l eve l  re la t ions  

In this section, we will discuss only the case where security classifications are 
assigned to individual data elements of the tuples of a relation. According to this 
approach, let r(Ak, A1,...,An) be a classical relation (without classification) where AK is 
a primary key. This relation is extended by the following relation: 

R(AK, C AK, At, C1 ..... An, Cn,TC) 

where each C i is a classification attribute forAi and TC is the tuple-class attribute. 

In order to provide consistency for data at different access classes, including 
polyinstantiated data l, it is necessary to extend the classical integrity constraints of the 
relational model. In particular, to properly deal with the polyinstantiation problem, 
previous research work suggested adding several integrity constraints. The first one is 
the so-called polyinstantiation integrity constraint which prohibits polyinstantiation of 
an attribute within a single access class [Den87]: 

[PI-FD] R satisfies FD polyinstantiation integrity if and only if we have for all A i in 
R: 

AK, CAK, Ci ~ A i 

This property stipulates that the user-specified key AK, in conjunction with the 
classification attributes CAK and C i, functionally determines the value of the A i 
attribute. 

Another integrity constraint in case of polyinstantiation is the one tuple per  tuple- 
class constraint [San90]: 

[PI-tuple-class] R satisfies tuple-class polyinstantiation integrity if and only if we 
have for all A i q~ AK: 

AK,CAK,TC ~ A i 

The idea of this property is that although we have several polyinstantiated tuples 
for the same key A K there should be only one such tuple per tuple-class. 

In [Cup92], we showed that the combination of PI-FD and PI-tuple-class provides 
good control of polyinstantiated relations: it admits only relation instances which 
represent consistent versions of reality for each access class and rules out all other 
instances. 

For many reasons, multilevel relations are decomposed. For instance, in the 
SeaView project which is based on a kernelized DBMS, the goal is to obtain a 
collection of single-level base relations which are then physically stored in the 

1. Polyinstantiation refers to the simultaneous existence of multiple tuples with the same pri- 
mary key A K, where the multiple instantiations are distinguished by their classification. 
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database. Another reason is that, even though the relation r(Ax,Al,...~4,,) is in the third 
normal form (3NF), the multilevel relation R(AK, CAK, AI, Cl ..... An, Cn, TC) is not in 
3NF (and not even in 2NF). This fact is due to the PI-FD integrity constraint and was 
first observed by Denning in [Den88]. The foreseeable consequencies of this problem 
are well-known: redundancy of information and anomalies according to update 
operations. To avoid these problems, we have to decompose the relation. 

Several decomposition algorithms have been proposed in the literature. The first 
one was used in the SeaView project [Den87]. As noted by Jajodia and Sandhu in 
[Jaj91], there are many problems with this decomposition algorithm and its related 
recovery algorithm used to reconstruct the original relation from decomposed 
fragments. In particular, due to the limitations set by the decomposition algorithm, 
several realistic and useful interpretations of the database cannot be represented in 
SeaView. Moreover, the recovery algorithm is based on complex and expensive outer 
joins and introduces spurious tuples. Jajodia and Sandhu have also proposed two 
different decompositions respectively in [Jaj90a] and [Jaj91]. We now propose a brief 
overview of these alogorithms. 

2.1 First decomposition algorithm of dajodla and Sandhu 

In [Jaj90a], Jajodia and Sandhu have given a modified version of the SeaView 
decomposition and recovery algorithms. If we apply their algorithm to the following 
instance of the relation Personage where Name is the primary key: 

Fig. 1 Personage 

Name C 1 Date o f  birth . C 2 Father C 3 TC 
Louis XIV U 1638 U LOuis XIII U U 
Iron-Mask U 1639 U LOuis XIII S S 

Duc du Maine U 1670 U Marquis de Montespan U U 
Due du Maine U 1670 U LOuis XIV C C 

we obtain nine single-level relations: 

DI, U 

Name C 1 C 2 C 3 
Louis XIV U U U 
Iron-Mask U U U 

Duc du Maine U U U 

Name 
Due du Maine 

Name 

Iron-Mask 

Fig. 2 

DI, C 

D1,S 

Primary key group relations 
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Name 
Louis XIV 
Iron-Mask 

Due du Maine 

Name 

Name 

Name 
Louis XIV 
Iron-Mask 

Duc du Maine 

Name 
Duc du Maine 

Name 
Iron-Mask 

Fig. 3 

D2, u 

C 1 , Dateof_birth 
U 1638 
U 1639 
U 1670 

D2, c 

C1 I '  Dateof_birth 

I~ ,s  

C1 ] Date_of..bir~ 

D3, U 

C 1 Father 
U Louis XIII 
U NULL 
U Marquis de Montespan 

D3, C 

C t Father 
U Louis XIV 

D3, S 

C1 I Father 
U Louis XIII 

Attribute group relations 

C2 
U 
U 
U 

C2 

Cz 

C2 
U 
U 
U 

c,] 
C 

? 

If we compare this decomposition algorithm with the one proposed in the SeaView 
project, then it is possible to reconstruct the original relation without using outer join 
and introducing spurious tuples. We also showed in [Cup92] that this decomposition 
algorithm is consistent with the decomposition in 3NF of the multilevel relation with 
respect to PI-FD and PI-tuple-class. This means that this decomposition would not 
introduce redundancy of information and anomalies according to update operations. 
However, a major drawback is that it is necessary to break the initial "conceptual 
schema" of the relational database. Hence, we may think that every multilevel DBMS 
based on this decomposition algorithm would suffer from poor performance, because 
satisfying queries would involve repeated joins of relations and natural join is an 
expensive operation. Finally, notice that this decomposition algorithm has associated, 
in relation D3,u, Iron-Mask's father with a Null value whose semantics is not perfectly 
clear (see section 2.3 for a discussion). 

2.2 Second decomposition algorithm of Jajodia and Sandhu 

In [Jaj91], Jajodia and Sandhu proposed a second decomposition algorithm for 
breaking a multilevel relation into single-level ones. If we apply this algorithm to the 
above instance of the relation Personage, then we would obtain only three single-level 
relations: 
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Name C1 
Louis XIV U 
Iron-Mask U 

Due du Maine U 

C3 
U 
U 
U 

Iron-Mask U 

Du 

Date of birth C 2 Father 
1638 U LOuis X]II 
1639 U NULL 
1670 U Marquis de Montespan 

Dc 

DS 

C2 I Father 
1639 U Louis XIII 

Fig. 4 

The major advantage of this algorithm compared to the one in section 2.1 is that the 
associated recovery algorithm does not use joins to reconstruct the initial multilevel 
relation but only unions. However, this decomposition is not a decomposition in 3NF 
with respect to the PI-FD integrity constraint. This means that these single-level 
relations are not in 3NF and that it is necessary to replicate some updates at several 
classification levels. For instance, if an unclassified user updates Duc du Maine's date 
of Birth from 1670 to 1671, then this update must be propagated in both D U and Dc 
relations. Moreover, in some situations, it is not clear how to propagate an update 
performed at a lower level to higher levels. For instance, let us assume that a 
confidential user wants to update Iron-Mask's date of birth from 1639 to 1638. We need 
first to update the D c relation as follows: 

Fig. 5 D c 

Name C1 , Date_of_birth ~ C 2 Father C3 
Due du Maine U 1670 U Louis XIV C 

Iron-Mask U 1638 C NULL U 

Now, the exact change to D s depends on the propagation rules. In [Jaj9Od], Jajodia 
and Sandhu suggest two possibilities. In the first case called the minimal propagation 
rule, D s is not updated: 

Fig. 6 D s 

Iron-Mask U 1639 U Louis XIII S 

In the second case, called the interpreted propagation rule, D s is updated as 
follows: 

Fig. 7 Ds 

Name Cl , Date of_birth , C z Father C3 
Iron-Mask U 1639 U Louis XIII S 
Iron-Mask U 1638 C Louis XIII S 

Notice that this last case is not acceptable in our approach because it violates PI- 
tuple-class: there are two tuples with the same primary key associated with a secret 

IN,me Icll oateo, b,rth I Father C3 I 
Due du Maine U 1670 U Louis XIV C 
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tuple class. A third possibility, not mentioned in [Jaj90d], would be to update D s as 
follows: 

Fig. 8 D s 

I Name C 1 Date_of_birth C 2 Father C 3 
Iron-Mask U 1638 C Louis XIII 

We argue that it is probably the best propagation. We provide the following 
interpretation: 1638 is the actual Iron-Mask's date of birth and 1639 becomes a cover 
story. The objective is to hide at the unclassified level that Louis XIV and the Iron- 
Mask have the same date of birth which might partially disclose that Louis XIV and 
the Iron-Mask are twins. In observing figure 8, a secret user would learn the actual date 
of birth and father of the Iron-Mask. 

However, we agree that the propagation of updates in multilevel relations is not 
completely clear. In particular if we use the algorithm of section 2.1, we have also to 
propagate the confidential update of Iron-Mask's date of birth in secret relation DI. s 
and D2, s to obtain the instance proposed in figure 8. This means that the decomposition 
in 3NF with respect to PI-FD and PI-tuple-class is not sufficient to avoid the 
propagation according to this update. We will show below that we can propose a 
clearer semantics within the object oriented model. 

2.3 Synthesis 
As has been pointed out before (for instance in [Air83,Gra90]), relational databases 

based on the kernelized architecture would suffer from poor performance. The 
algorithm of section 2.1 is the best illustration of this problem since even queries 
involving data at a single level necessitate repeated joins as soon as multiple attributes 
must be accessed. The second algorithm of section 2.2 provides better performance in 
this case and works well when queries involve data only at a single level. However, 
both algorithms need to decompose any query involving multilevel data into single- 
level queries and to combine answers from each single-level database by using 
repeated joins of relations. As natural join is an expensive operation, satisfying 
multilevel relational queries lead to a performance loss. 

Another problem is that it is difficult to propose a clear semantics for updates in 
multilevel databases. The next section shows how to take advantage of the object 
oriented model to cope with these difficulties. 

Finally, notice that both decomposition algorithms of sections 2.1 and 2.2 introduce 
null values. It may seem that there is an analogy between this null value and some kind 
of incomplete information, i.e. information about an attribute which can be unknown at 
a given time. However, the semantics in the present case is not exactly the same but 
rather: "data exists but is not available at this level". Jajodia and Sandhu in [San91] 
suggest using a particular value denoted "restricted" to represent this kind of 
incomplete information. In the following, we prefer to use more informative values 
called "level-value" (see [BCGY93]). For instance, in using these "level-values" in the 
algorithm of section 2.2, we would decompose the tuple <Iron-Mask, U, 1639, U, 
Louis XIII, S> as follows: 

DU 

l Name C, Date of birth C 2 Father C3 [ 
Iron-Mask U 1639 U "Secret" U 
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Ds 

Name ] CI ] Date of birth I C2 ] Father ] 
Iron-Mask U 1639 U LOuis XIII 

Fig. 9 

"Secret" is a "level-value" whose semantics is: "data exists but is secret". 

c,] 
S 

3. Decomposition of Multi-level objects 

3.1 Lessons learned from the relational model 

Let us consider a classical relation (without classification) r(A k, A 1 ..... An), its 
multilevel extension R(Atc, C / K, A I, C1 ..... A n, Cn,TC) and analyze the meaning of each 
level of classification associated with this multilevel relation. In the classical relation r, 
the key A K is used to uniquely identify a given real world entity. In the multilevel 
relation R the key may be polyinstantiated. This means that the following instance of 
the relation Personage is allowed: 

Fig. 10 

Name C l Date of birth C 2 Father C 3 TC 
Iron-Mask U 1639 U Louis XIII S S 
Iron-Mask S 1670 S Louis XIV S S 

A possible interpretation would be to consider that the two tuples are pertaining to 
two distinct personages, the first one identified by (Iron-Mask, U), the second one by 
(Iron-Mask, S). This type of polyinstantiation is called entity polyinstantiation in 
[Lun91]. It means that, in the multilevel relation R, it is now the pair (A K, Cat() which 
is used to uniquely identify a real world entity. There are several techniques to avoid 
entity polyinstantiation, in particular we can partition the domain of the primary key 
among the classification levels. For instance, the personages whose names begin with 
"S-" are secret. Hence, we can rename the secret Iron-Mask as follows: 

Fig. 11 
Name CI . Date_of birth . C 2 Father C 3 TC 

Iron-Mask U 1639 U Louis XII/ S S 
S-iron-Mask S 1670 S Louis XIV S S 

In this case, an unclassified user who tries to insert a personage whose name begins 
with "S-" is always rejected (without creating a covert channel). Using this technique, 
it is again possible to use the key A K to uniquely identify an entity in the multilevel 
relation R. 

Now let us analyze the PI-tuple-class integrity constraint. The idea is that a 
multilevel database is designed to represent the actual universe and, in our case, we 
consider that the universe is multilevel. Our objective is to partition this universe into 
single-level databases corresponding to each security level. These single-level 
databases are the views of the universe by users at the corresponding levels. The PI- 
tuple-class integrity constraint says that although we have several polyinstantiated 
tuples for the same entity there should be only one such tuple (i.e. one view of this 
entity) in each single-level database. The tuple class is used to uniquely identify the 
view of the entity at a given security level. For instance, let us consider the following 
instance of our relation Personage: 
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Fig. 12 

Name C 1 .  Date_of_birth ~ C 2 Father C 3 TC 
M eae de Blois U 1677 U Marquis de Montespan U U 
M erie de Blois U 1677 U Louis XIV S S 

The first tuple whose tuple class is U represents the view of  the personage 
Mademoiselle de Blois at the unclassified level and the second tuple whose tuple class 
is S represents the view of the same personage at the secret level. Notice that in this 
instance, there is no explicit view of Mademoiselle de Blois at the confidential level. 

Finally, let us analyze the PI-FD integrity constraint. The idea is that, although we 
have several polyinstantiated tuples for the same entity, if the classification of a given 
attribute is the same in two such tuples, then the attribute value should be the same in 
the two tuples. Actually, we may consider, in this case, that these two tuples share the 
same attribute value. However, we cannot dynamically represent this attribute sharing 
in the relational model and we have showed that the static representation of the 
multilevel relations leads to anomalies according to update operations. We now show 
that the object oriented model provides ways to avoid this problem. 

3.2 Application to the object oriented model 

The main advantage of the object oriented model compared to the relational model 
is that it is possible to create several objects which share the same sub-object. For 
instance, let us consider the following object class (without multilevel classification) 
and three instances of this class: 

L I Domain tuple birth name father Class ::: I Personage Date String Personage } l 

ii o  ectOll Ob ectO  OU ectO3 
I Valu  | I Value | 

le { I tuple / | I tuple I / 
ame : Louis XIV I name : Iron Mask I I name : Louis XIII I 
rth : 1638 I birth : 1639 | [ birth : 1601 | 

\~father :...etc} J \~,father :03} J \x.father : 03 } 

Fig. 13 

The objects O1 and 02 share the same father, namely the object 03.  This means 
that, if the object 03 is updated, then the attribute father of both objects O1 and 02  
would also be automatically updated. We use this possibility to efficiently represent 
multilevel objects. For instance, let us consider the following multilevel instance of the 
relation Personage: 
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Fig. 14 

N a m e  CI , Date_of_birth , C 2 Father C3 TC 
Lousi XIV U 1638 U LOuis XIII U U 
Iron-Mask U 1639 U LOuis XllI S S 
Louis XIR U 1601 U ... ete U U 

In our object oriented approach, this multilevel relation will be represented as in 
figure 15. We propose the following interpretation of this figure. There are three 
distinct objects (02, U), (02, C) and (02, S) whose names are Iron-Mask. These three 
objects are respectively the view of the personage called Iron-Mask at the unclassified, 
confidential and secret levels. The pair (Objectident, Object_level) is used to uniquely 
identify the view of the personage at a given security level. There is an analogy 
between the Object_level is this pair and the tuple class in the relational model. 

(~Va/g bject (OI'U)~ , 
[ tuple { 
[ name : Louis XIV 
[ birth : 1638 
k,,f.ther :(o3.u) } j  

~v~gbJ ect ( O2'U)~x, , , f  
Value 

] tuple { tuple 
[ name : Iron Mask name 
[ birth : 1639 ,, birth 
~,~ather : "Secret ~ ~,  father 

~ ~  bject (O3,U~) 

e { 
e : Louis XII 

rth : 1601 
t_her :... etc } j 

Object (02 ,C)  ~ / r  
l i t  

Object (O2,S) 
Va/ue 

{ tuple { 
: (02, U).name name : (02, C).name 
: (02, U).birth birth : (02, C).birth 
: (02, U).father~f k,, father : (03,U) } / 

DB U D B  C D B  S 

Fig. 15 

We also assume that the Objectident in the pair (Object_ident, Object_level) 
uniquely identifies a real world personage, namely Iron-Mask in our example. This 
means that we reject entity polyinstantiation in our model. For this purpose, we assume 
that the set of object identifiers is partitioned into several pairwise disjoint subsets 
associated with each security level. This technique is similar to the one suggested for 
the relational model. For instance, the personages whose object identifiers begin with 
"S-" are secret. 

Each object (02, U), (02, C) and (02, S) is actually a single-level object which 
may be physically stored in a single-level database, viz. respectively unclassified, 
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confidential and secret. However, notice that dynamic links are created between these 
objects. For instance, in the confidential view (02, C), there is a pointer to the 
unclassified name stored in (02, U). This means that if an unclassified user updates the 
name of (02, U), this update will be automatically propagated to the instance (02, C) 
and (02, S) through the respective pointers. 

Notice also that a confidential view of object 02 is explicitly created even though 
the pointers make it actually identical to the unclassified view (02, LD. However, let us 
now assume that a confidential user wants to update Iron-Mask's date of Birth from 
1639 to 1638. The confidential view of object 02 is updated as follows: 

CprPrPrPr Object  (O2,C) lue l 
le ~ / 

e : (02, U).name I 
I birth : 1638 ] 
~father  : (02, U).father~J 

Fig. 16 

The secret view is not explicitly updated. However, as there is a pointer from the 
date of birth of (02, S) to the date of birth of (02, C), the secret view is implicitly 
updated with the new confidential date of birth. Hence, the secret view becomes similar 
to the relation instance proposed in figure 8 - without using propagation. Notice that it 
would also be possible to construct another secret view before updating for instance: 

~ a  Object  (O2,S) 1 
lue 
le { 
ame : (02, C).name 
irth : (02, U).birth 
ther : (O3, U) I 

Fig. 17 

In this case, the secret view would remain unchanged because there is an explicit 
pointer from the date of birth of (02, S) to the unclassified date of birth of (02, U). 
And in this case, the secret view would become similar to the relation instance 
proposed in figure 6 - again without using propagation. The choice between the view of 
(02, S) in figure 15 or figure 17 depends on particular situations. The main advantage 
of our object oriented approach over the relational model, it that it is possible for a user 
to explicitly choose which representation he prefers. However, we stress that, in many 
situations, figure 15 is probably the best representation. In the remainder of this paper, 
we develop a security model for object oriented databases called the MultiView model 
based on the principles of section 3.2. 
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4. The  Mul t iV iew model  

4.1 Object Oriented Model 

In this section we suggest some preliminary definitions that sum up the main 
characteristics of the object oriented model. These definitions are not sufficient to fully 
describe the object oriented model. Indeed, we only provide the definitions we need to 
define our security model. A fully stated definition of the object oriented model may be 
found for example in [Ban92]. 

4.1.1 Definitions 

Let OODB be an Object Oriented DataBase. 

Definition NS 1. We can model the objects of OODB as a partial function, 

Object e Ident --~ Value 

Ident is a set of object identifiers and Value is a set of values. 

A value may be: 

- A primitive value belonging to a predefined set (Integer, String ...). 
- A tuple-value i.e a set o f  object attributes i.e a subset o f  the ObjectAttribute 
relation. 
- An object identifier. 
- A set of  values which are of  the same domain. 

An object of OODB is a pair o = (id, value) of the Object function. 

Definition NS 2. We can model the object attributes of OODB as a relation, 

ObjectAttribute e AttributeName ~ Value 

AttributeName is a set of attribute names. 

An object attribute is a pair o_att = (a_name,value) of the ObjectAttribute 
relation. 

Definition NS 3. We can model the classes of OODB as a partial function, 

Class e ClassName -o Domain x Behavior 

ClassName is a set of class names, Domain is a set of domains and Behavior is 
P(Method), with Method being the set of the methods of OODB. 

A domain may be: 

- A predefined set (Integer, String ...). 
- A class name. 
- A tuple i.e a set of  class attributes i.e a subset o f  the ClassAttribute relation. 
- P(d) i f d  denotes a domain. 

A class of  OODB is a pair c =(c_name, (domain, behavior)) of  the Class 
function 

Definition NS 4. We can model the class attributes of  OODB as a relation, 

ClassAttribute e AttributeName ~ Domain 
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A class attribute is a pair c_att = (a_name, domain) of  the ClassAttribute 
relation. 

Definition NS 5. We can model the methods of  OODB as a relation, 

Method ~ Signature ~ Body 

Signature is the set of  the signatures of OODB. Body is the set of  the program 
bodies of OODB. 

We can model the signatures of OODB as a relation, 

Signature ~ MethodName x P(Domain) ~ Domain 

MethodName is a set of method names. 

A signature is a pair s = ((re_name, {d r ..... d i . . . . .  dn}), d) of the Signature 
relation. It is usually noted like the following: 

m_name x dl x . . . x  d,--* d 

dr ..... di ..... dn denote the domains of the method parameters and d denotes the 
domain of the value returned by the method. 

A body is a program written in some programming langage. 

A method is a pair m = (signature, body) of the Method relation. A method 
describes a behavior of a set of objects encapsulated in a class. 

Defini t ion NS 6. The database schema is defined by the Class relation and the 
inherit function. 

Schema = (Class, inherit) 

For a given class, the inherit function return its superclassl: 

inherit ~ Class ---* Class 

Definition NS 7. The database OODB is defined as a triple. 

OODB = (Object, Schema, Instance) 

Instance is a function. For a given object, it returns the class where the object 
was created. 

Instance ~ Object ---, Class 

A class looks like a pattern object. The value of an object of a given class must 
be compatible with the domain of the class. 

4.2 Assumptions of our approach. 

Before we present the MultiView model, we have to make some assumptions. 
These assumptions are to define what pieces of  information of an object oriented 
database we assign with a security level: 

4.2.1 Schema protection 

Rule 1. We assume that the schema of the database is not protected. 

1. To simplify this definition, we ignore the multiple inheritance 
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Every user can see the overall database schema. Only objects are concerned with 
classifications. Notice it does not mean that some part of the database schema would 
not need to be protected, but the MultiView model we present in this article does not 
provide this possibility. In future work we will extend the MultiView model to be able 
to protect some part of the database schema. 

4.2.2 Objects protection 

Rule 2. Object identifiers are assigned with a security level. 

The object-identifier classification is used to hide the existence of an object to the 
subjects who are not sufficiently cleared. For example, existence of the two objects idl 
and id2 represented in figure 18 are not protected since the security level assigned to 
their object identifier is unclassified. 

The protection of Object values is a problem subject to debate. Some proposals 
consider [Jaj90c] that every object must be assigned with a unique classification that 
applies to all its attributes. In this case, we deal with singlelevel objects. Other 
approaches [Kee89] consider that every object attributes must be assigned with a 
security level. In this case we deal with multilevel objects. In our case, we think that an 
object may represent a complex real world entity so it may possibly not be uniquely 
classified as a whole. That is why we think that a secured multilevel object oriented 
database must provide a mechanism to manage multilevel entities. However, as stated 
in definition NS 1, an object value may be other than a set of attributes i.e a tuple value. 
Indeed, it may be also a primitive value, an identifier value or a set value. Moreover, 
the value of a given attribute may be itself a complex value i.e a tuple value or a set 
value. We need then to detail precisely through some examples which grain of 
classification we consider : 

Rule 3. If the object value is an atomic value i.e an object identifier or a primitive 
value then this object value is a grain of classification and is assigned with a single 
security level. 

This object value classification represents the sensitivity of the association of the 
object identifier with the value. 

As an example, let us look at figure 18. The value of the object idl is unclassified. It 
means that the information "the value of the object  idl  is king of  France" is 
unclassified. 

The next rule deals with both the case where an object value is a tuple value and the 
case where an attribute value is i tself  a tuple value. In this case we have two 
possibilities: the grain of classification may be the tuple value as a whole or each 
auribute value of the tuple value may be itself a grain of classification. 

Rule 4. If the value of an object or an attribute is a tuple value then this value may 
be either a singlelevel tuple value i.e it may be uniquely classified as a whole, or a 
multilevel tuple value i.e each of its object attribute values may be assigned with its 
own security level. 
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Class Title 
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tuple { 
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birth : tuple { 

day : Integer 
month : String 
year : Integer } 

title : Title 
spouse : String 
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The object attribute value classification represents the sensitivity of  the association 
of  the object attribute name with the value. As an example let us look at figure 18. In 
this figure, we have a multilevel object id2 i.e the object  value of  id2 is a multi level 
tuple value. Some of  the attribute values of  this mult i level  tuple values are a tomic  
values; each of  these atomic values is assigned with a single security level. Thus, the 
name, the spouse and the title of  id2 are atomic values and are unclassified. The birth 
value is itself a tuple value. Morerover  this birth tuple value is multilevel, so it is not 
protected as a whole; each of the attribute values of  this multilevel value is assigned 
with its own security level. The year of  birth is unclassified, the month  of  birth is 
confidential and the day of  birth is secret. The other attribute values of  the object value 
of id2 are studied below. 

The next rule deals with both the case where an object value is a set value and the 
case where an attribute value is itself a set value. As in the previous case we have one 
alternative : the grain of  classification may be the set value as a whole or each value 
included in the set value may be itself a grain of  classification. 

Rule 5. If  the value of  an object or an attribute is a set value then this value may be 
ei ther  a single-level set value,  i.e it may  be  uniquely  classif ied as a whole ,  or  a 
multilevel set value, i.e each of  its values may be assigned with its own security level. 

For instance in figure 18, the children of Louis XIV is a multilevel set value. Louis 
le Dauph in  is an unclass i f ied  child.  He  is the son o f  the queen  Mar i e  Th6rSse  
d'Autriche, spouse of  Louis XIV, therefore, he is the rightful heir to the throne. On the 
other hand Duc du Maine and Mademoiselle de Blois are the children of  the favourite 
Madame de Montespan, therefore they are classified children. 
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Finally notice that the two following integrity constraints must be enforced: 

Rule 6. The object-identifier must always be assigned with a classification which is 
dominated by the greatest lower bound of the classifications appearing in the 
corresponding object value. 

With this integrity constraint, a subject must be first authorized to observe the 
existence of the object before being authorized to access its value. 

Rule 7. If an object identifier is assigned with a security level equal to C/a, any 
reference to it must be assigned with a security level equal or dominating the security 
level C/a, or may be included in a single-level value (tuple or set) assigned with a 
security level equal or dominating the security level C/a. 

Without this integrity constraint, a user could learn the existence of an object even 
if he is not allowed to know of its existence. For example, in figure 18, if the security 
level assigned to the identifier idl had been confidential or secret, then the title 
attribute in the object id2 could not have been unclassified. 

4.2.3 Cover stories 

Rule 8. Each value which is a grain of classification may be associated with a cover 
story. 

It means that for example a single-level tuple value may be associated with a cover 
story whereas a multilevel tuple value may not because it is not a grain of 
classification. On the other hand, each attribute value of this multilevel tuple value may 
be associated with a cover story, provided the attribute value is itself a grain of 
classification. 

In the SODA model [Kee89] cover stories are managed by using the so called 
polyinstantiation technique. It means that every value which is a grain of classification 
may depend on the level of classification. For instance, in figure 18, the favourite of 
Louis XIV is Mademoiselle de La Vali~re for confidential users, whereas the favourite 
of the king is Madame de Montespan for secret users. The value "Mademoiselle de La 
Vali~re" is used to hide from confidential users that the new favourite of the king is 
Madame de Montespan. Notice that the value of the favourite attribute is a 
polyinstantiated value but is not a set value as is the child attribute. Indeed, the domain 
of the favourite attribute is String, whereas the domain of the child attribute is set of 
String. 

We have shown that the previous rules 2 to 8 allow us to have a great expressive 
power concerning information protection. Indeed, we can represent complex and 
structured multilevel objects. Notice we could have built a TCB to manage these 
multilevel objects as such. Some proposals [Kee89] suggest building such a TCB. In 
our concern, we explain in [BCGY93] why we think that such a TCB is not realistic 
because it would lead to deeply modifying the object management layer which would 
downgrade performances, and it would lead to managing multilevel transactions which 
would make the database vulnerable to covert channels. In the MultiView model, we 
split up these multilevel objects into single-level objects that are stored in different 
single-level databases. Our objective is to define a realistic security policy which can 
be implemented without downgrading too much the performances of an existing 
OODBMS and without modifying a lot this existing OODBMS. We will see in the next 
section that this decomposition preserves this great expressive power concerning 
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information protection. Moreover, we will see that the MultiView model can manage 
cover stories without making the interpretation of the data difficult, as is the case in the 
SODA model [Kee89]. 

4.3 Definitions 

The MultiView model is based on the decomposition of a n-level Object Oriented 
Database into n single level databases. Each database corresponds to a given level of 
classification. This decomposition allows us to provide the user with a view of  the 
database compatible with his clearance or the level of classification he chooses to 
perform his transaction. Then, for each object of the n-level Object Oriented Database 
it corresponds to n views, this is the reason why we called this model "MultiView". 

The changes we perform on the non-secure model to obtain the MultiView model 
are natural and straightforward. We deal with objects having several levels of  
classification, so it is natural to have several single-level databases. Each object can 
appear in several databases with the same identifier but with possibly different values. 
So its identifier is not sufficient to uniquely identify it. It is then straightforward to 
associate with the object identifier a level of classification to uniquely identify this 
object according to its sensitivity. Thus, definitions NS 1 and NS7 of the non-secure 
model are changed into definitions MV1 and MV7 in the MultiView Model. 

Let OODB be an Object Oriented Database. 

Definition MV 1. We can model the objects of OODB as a partial function, 

Object ~ ldent xLeve l  -~Value 

Ident is a set of object identifiers. Value is a set of values and Level  is a set of 
partially ordered security levels. Level = {l 1 ..... I i ..... In] 

A value may be: 

- A primitive value belonging to a predefined set (Integer, String ...). 
- A tuple-value i.e a set o f  object attributes i.e a subset o f  the ObjectAttribute 
relation. 
- An object identifier i.e a pair (identifier, level) 
- A pointer value i.e an expression being an access path to a value stored in an 
object o f  OODB. Object identifiers are a kind o f  pointer value. 
- A set o f  values which are o f  the same domain. 
- A level value taken in the following set: {"11", .... "li", .... "In"}. Each "li" 
corresponds to the li security level. 
- An algebraic expression. 

An object of OODB is a pair o = ((id, 1), value) of the Object function. 

Definit ion MV 7. The database OODB is defined as a triple. 

OODB = ( <OODBu,  ..., OODBti, ... OODBtn>, Schema, Instance) 

li, i ~ [1,n] is a classification level. Each classified database is a set of objects 
whose classification level is I i, that is OODBti ~ P(Object). 

Instance is a function. For a given object, it returns the class where the object 
was created. 

Instance �9 Object ---.'Class 
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A class looks like a pattern object. The value of an object of a given class must 
be compatible with the domain of the class. 

Finally notice: 

�9 A pointer value is compatible with its corresponding class domain provided 
its evaluation is a value compatible with this domain. 

�9 A"level value" is compatible with any domain. 
�9 The evaluation result of an algebraic expression standing for a value must 

be a value compatible with the corresponding class domain. 

4.4 Object Creation 

Object creation must respect the following rules: 

Rule 9. Let O be a real world entity that must be created and let c/a be the existence 
classification of  this entity, then an object view of O must be first created in the 
corresponding OODBcld. 

Rule 10. A user who wants to create an object (0,  li) in OODB n must set his working 
security level to I i. Of course the user's clearance must dominate the I i level. 

Rule 11. Let O be a real world entity. Let (0 ,  I i) be an object view of this entity being 
created in OODBli. Let v be a value being a grain of classification of O. Let I v be the 
securit,y level assigned to v: Let v i be the corresponding value of v in the object view 
( 0 ,  li) ". Because v i may be equal to a pointer or an algebraic expression, we denote 
Evaluation(vi) the evaluation result of vi: 

1. I f  V is no t  a va lue  o f  a mu l t i l eve l  set va lue  then  : 
�9 If li >- Iv then Evaluation(v i ) = v. 

�9 �9 �9 t t  I p  V �9 If I i < I v then Evaluatwn(v i ) lS equal to a cover story or a special l; le el 
�9 t t  �9 " l  value such that I i < l ; .  Notice that the level value l~ ~s not necessarl y 

J .  �9 1 . 

equal to "Iv". The decision to use a cover story or a level value is taken by 
the object creator. 

2. I f  v is a va lue  o f  a mu l t i l eve l  set  va lue  m v s e t  : 
�9 If li >- Iv then v ~ Evaluation(mvset i ). 
�9 . If li < lv then v ~ Evaluation(mvset i ). 

Let us see through an example how creation is performed in the MultiView model. 
Let us consider the two real world entities idl and id2 in figure 18. Existence of these 
entities is not protected, so an unclassified view of each entity must be first created in 
the unclassifed database OODB U according to rule 9. A user who wants to create these 
two objects must set his working security level to unclassified according to rule 10. 
Creations of these two unclassified objects are then performed according to rule 11. 

( ldl ,  U) creation: 

As the whole value of the entity idl is unclassified, the value of (idl, U) is equal to 
the actual value of  the entity idl  (figure 19). The creation of idl thanks to the 
MultiView model is then complete. 

(id2, U) creation (figure 19): 

1. More general),, if val is any value included in the object value of O, then val k represents the 
corresponding value of val in the object view (O, 1~. 
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Unclassified grains of classification: 

Unclassified grains of classification of  the entity id2 are introduced in the object 
view (id2, U): 

�9 The name, the year of birth, the title and the spouse are introduced in (id2, U). 

�9 The child Louis le Dauphin is introduced in the child attribute set value. 

Protected grains of classification: 

�9 Since the month of birth is confidential, it is replaced by the "confidential" level 
value in (id2, U). This is to tell unclassified users that the month of birth of Louis 
XIV is confidential. In the same way, since the day of birth is secret, it is replaced 
by the "secret" level value in (id2, U). 

�9 As the favourite of the king is classified it is replaced by a level value in (id2, U). 
However this level value is "confidential" whereas the favourite is secret. This 
means that this "confidential" level value is in fact a kind of cover story. It tells 
unclassified users that the favourite of Louis XIV is confidential whereas it is 
secret. The choice of this "confidential" level value will be explained in section 4.5. 

�9 Duc du Maine and M elle de Blois are protected, so both of  these values are 
discarded in the child attribute set value of (id2, U). 

(id2, C) creation 6qgure 19): 

Once the unclassified view of the entity id2 is created, the user must create other 
views of this entity, according to the following rule: 

Rule 12. To fully create a multilevel entity, a user must create an object view of this 
entity at every security level which appears in the multilevel entity. 

Notice that the user may create these other views in any order, but it may be easier 
to create successively these views from the lowest classification to the highest 
classification. 

According to rule 12, the user must create the confidential view of the entity id2. 
According to rule 10 the user must set his working level to confidential. Creation is 
then performed according to rule 11. 

Unclassified grains of classification 

Unclassified grains of classification are accessed by pointer values toward (id2, U): 

Since the name, the year of birth, the title and the spouse are unclassified, each of 
them is replaced in (id2, C) by a pointer value toward the corresponding value in (id2, 
u). 

Notice that these pointer values are not mandatory. For instance, rule 11 would not 
prevent the user from directly introducing the name, the year of birth, the title and the 
spouse in the confidential object view. However, it is better to replace each of these 
values by a pointer value. Indeed, such pointer values are used to avoid replicating the 
data and, as we will see in the update section, they provide us with a means to 
automatically propagate to high levels the updates performed at a low level. 
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u {M die de Blois}. 
favourite :: M rae de Montespan 

J 
Fig. 19 Multi level  Database. 

The child attribute set value of (id2, C) is replaced by an algebraic expression 
including a pointer value toward the whole child attribute set value Of (id2, U). This 
pointer value stands for the unclassified view of Louis XIV's children. To obtain 
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the confidential view of Louis XIV's children, "Duc du Maine" is added to this 
unclassified set. The evaluation result of the expression is of course {Louis le 
Dauphin, Duc du Maine}. 

Con l'glential grains of classification 

Confidential grains of classification of the entity id2 are introduced in the object 
view (id2, C): 

�9 Since it is confidential the month of birth is introduced in (id2, C). 

�9 Since it is confidential, the child Duc du Maine appears in the evaluation result of 
the expression assigned to the child attribute set value of (id2, C). 

Secret grains of classifications 

�9 Since the day of birth is secret, it is replaced by the "secret" level value in (id2, C). 

�9 In (id2, C), the favourite attribute value is a cover story to make the confidential 
users believe that the favourite of the king is still Mademoiselle de La Vali~re 
whereas she has been superseded by Madame de Montespan. 

�9 M e'lle de Blois is secret, then this value is discarded in the child attribute set value of 
(id2, C). 

(id2, S) creation (figure 19): 

Finally, the user must create the secret view of the entity id2. According to rule 10 
the user must set his working level to secret. Creation is then performed according to 
rule 11. 

Lower protected grains of classification 

Lower protected grains of classification are accessed by pointer values toward (id2, 
C): 

Since the name, the year of birth, the title and the spouse are unclassified, each of 
them is replaced in (id2, S) by a pointer value toward the corresponding value in 
(id2, C). 

Notice that the user could have introduced pointer values towards the unclassified 
object view (id2, U). We will see in the update section why we think that such a 
representation is not convenient. 

�9 Since the day of birth is confidential, it is replaced in (id2, S) by a pointer value 
toward the corresponding value in (id2, C). 

This explains why it is better to create the confidential view of id2 before creating 
the secret view of id2, otherwise such a pointer value would temporarily refer to an 
inexisting object view. 

�9 The child attribute set value of (id2, S) is replaced by an expression including a 
pointer value toward the whole child attribute set value of (id2, C). This pointer 
value stands for the confidential view of Louis XIV's children. To obtain the secret 
view of Louis XIV's children, M elle de Blois is added to this confidential set. The 
evaluation result of the expression is, of course, {Louis le Dauphin, Duc du Maine, 
M elle de Blois}. 
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Secret grains of  classification 

Secret grains of  classification of the entity id2 are introduced in the object view 
(id2, S): 

�9 Since the day of birth is secret, it is introduced in (id2, S). 

�9 Since the child M elle de Blois is secret, it appears in the evaluation result of  the 
expression assigned to the child attribute set value of (id2, S). 

�9 Since the favourite of the king is secret, it is introduced in (id2, S) 

The creation of id2 thanks to the MultiView model is then complete. 

Notice that in this mechanism of object creation, the user must create himself each 
object view of the multilevel object. In [BCGY93], we present another mechanism of 
creation which is slightly different: Once the lowest classified view of  a multilevel 
object is created by the user, other higher classified views of the same multilevel object 
are automatically created. Each of these higher classified views is pointing per default 
to the directly lower classified object view. Any of these default pointers can later be 
overwritten by any user if  he has the required clearance. 

Let us see now how consultation is carried out with the MultiView model. 

4.5 Consultation 

To access some data of OODB, a user must first choose a current security level to 
initiate a transaction. Of course, this level must be compatible with his clearance. Then 
the user's read access rights are defined by the following rule: 

Rule 13. If a user starts a transaction at security level I i, then this user may read any 
OODBlj such as lj ~_ I i. 

As an example, let us consider a user who wants to consult the multilevel object 
id2. Suppose this user initiates an unclassified transaction. This user may then read 
OODB U. So the user can learn the following (figure 19): 

�9 The user learns the name, the year of birth and the spouse of id2. 
�9 Thanks to the title identifier value, the user learns that Louis XIV is the king 

of France. 
�9 The user learns that Louis XIV is the father of Louis le Dauphin, but the 

user cannot know the other children. 
�9 Thanks to level values, the user learns that the month of birth is confidential 

and that the day of birth is secret. Thanks to a "confidential" level value, he 
learns that the identification of the king's favourite is "confidential". In fact, 
as we will see below, the king's favourite is secret. 

Now let us suppose a user initiates a confidential transaction to see the confidential 
view of id2. This user may then read OODB c. So the user can learn the following 
(figure 19): 

�9 The user learns the month of birth of Louis XIV. 
�9 A pointer is evaluated every times a user or a program access it. Thus, 

thanks to the pointers to the unclassified view, the user can learn the name, 
the year of  birth, the spouse and the title of id2. 

�9 The user learns that Louis XIV is the father of  two children. One of them is 
Louis le Dauphin, the other one is Duc du Maine. 

�9 Thanks to a "secret" level value, the user learns that the day of birth is 
secret. 
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The user believes that M erie de La Vali~re is the king's favourite. He cannot 
know that /Vl *he de La Vali~re has been superseded by Madame de 
Montespan. 

As is stated in rule 14, this confidential user may also read OODB U. Therefore this 
user may see the unclassified view of id2 and compare this view with the confidential 
view of id2. Thus, the user can see precisely which data is unclassified and which data 
is confidential. The user sees that the confidential and the unclassified values of  the 
king's favourite are respectively Melle de La Vali~re and the "confidential" level value. 
Now the actual king's favourite is Mme de Montespan which is secret. This explains 
why it is better to set the unclassified favourite attribute value to "confidential" instead 
of "secret". Indeed a "secret" level value might disclose to confidential users that 
perhaps M elle de La Vali~re is not the favourite of  the king. 

Now let us suppose a user initiates a secret transaction to see the secret view of id2. 
This user may then read OODB s. So the user can learn the following (figure 19): 

�9 The user learns the day of birth of Louis XIV. 
�9 Thanks to the pointer to the confidential view od id2, the user learns the 

month of birth of id2. 
�9 Thanks to the pointers to the confidential view od id2 and thanks to the 

pointers from the confidential view of id2 to the unclassified view of id2, the 
user can learn the name, the year of birth, the spouse and the tide of id2. 

�9 The user learns that Louis XIV is the father of three children: Louis le 
Dauphin, Duc du Maine and M elle de Blois. 

�9 The user learns that M me de Montespan is the king's favourite. 

Notice that, as it is stated in rule 14, this secret user may also read OODB C and 
OODB U. 

Notice also that in order to access an attribute value of  a high-level object view, 
several levels of indirection (pointers) may have to be processed, thus our approach 
may cause a performance loss. However, compared with joins in the relational case, it 
is a marginal loss of performance. 

4.6 Updating 
Let us now see through an example how updating is performed with the MultiView 

model. To update some data of OODB, a user must first choose a current security level 
to initiate a transaction. Of course, this level must be compatible with his clearance. 
Then the user's write access rights are defined by the following rule: 

Rule 14. If a user starts a transaction at security level I i, then this user may only 
update data of  OODBti. 

As an example, let us consider a user who wants to update the object view (id2, U). 
This user wants to set the spouse attribute to NULL value because the queen Marie 
Thtr~se d'Autriche is dead (she died in 1683). According to the previous rule, the user 
must initiate an unclassified transaction and then may update the spouse attribute of 
(id2, U) (figure 20). 

The user need not propagate this update to the higher levels. Indeed, this update is 
au tomat ica l ly  p ropaga ted  to the higher levels  thanks to the poin ter  f rom the 
confidential spouse attribute to the unclassified spouse attribute and thanks to the 
pointer from the secret spouse attribute to the confidential spouse attribute. 
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Fig. 20 

NOW in ]683, Louis XIV secretly married again with M me de Maintenon. Suppose 
a secret user wants to insert this secret information in the database. According to rule 
14, the user must initiate a secret transaction. He may then update the spouse attribute 
of (id2, S) (figure 21). 

f_ Objec   d2, S) 
[ tuple {... 
..~s~aouse : M me de Mainten~// 

f Object (id2, C) -'N 
Value 
tuple { ... 

spouse : (id2, U).spouse 
�9 . ,  } 

j 

~Object(id2'U ~ v a l u e  
mple : NUL 

Fig. 21 

The pointer to the confidential database is broken. Mme de Maintenon is now Louis 
XIV's spouse. This is secret information. The NULL value stands now for a cover 
story. It tells unclassified and confidential users that Louis XIV has no wife. 

4.7 Deletion 

We assume that every object view may be deleted without any restriction. Only the 
following rule must be enforced: 

Rule 15. Let O be a real world entity. Let (0,  li) an object view of this entity to be 
deleted. To delete this view, a user must set his working level to security level I i. 

As an example, let us consider a user who wants to delete the confidential view 
(id2, C). According to the previous rule, the user must initiate a confidential transaction 
and may then delete (id2, C).  

We can see in figure 22 that (id2, C) is deleted. This deletion means that pointer 
values from (id2, S) to (id2, C) become dangling references. Thus the OODB is no 
longer consistent since some pointer values reference data which do not exist any 
longer. To avoid such inconsistency, it would be necessary to update these pointer 
values in a way which makes the whole database consistent. [Ber94] suggests an 
approach to preserve referential integrity while ensuring that confidentiality is not 
violated. 
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OODB U 

f Object (id2, U) "~ 
Value 
tuple { 

name : Louis XIV 
birth : tuple { 

day : "secret" 
month : "confidential" 
year : 1638 } 

title : ( idl ,  U)  
spouse : Marie Thtr~se d'Autriche 
children : { 

Louis le Dauphin } 
favourite :: "confidential" 

j 

OODB C 

~ ~ .  Object (idl, U ) )  
tare 

g of France 

OODB S 

//" Object (id2, S) -'~ 
Value 
tuple 

n a / n e  

birth 

{ 
: (id2,C).name 
: tuple { 
day : 16 
month : (id2,C).birth.month 
year : (id2,C).birth.year } 

title : (id2,C).title 
spouse : (id2,C).spouse 
children : (id2,C).children 

u {M e'lle de Blois}. 
favourite :: M me de Montespan 

J 
Fig. 22 Deletion of (id2, C) 

5. Comparison with related works. 
In [Jaj90c], Jajodia and Kogan try also to demonstrate that it is possible to represent 

multilevel entities by using single level entities. This motivation is similar to ours. 
However, our approach drastically differs from the one proposed in [Jaj90c]. In this 
paper, we assume that the database schema is not protected, so everybody is aware of  
the existence of every attribute. This assumption is removed in the approach used in 
[Jaj90c]. We argue that a complete model for multilevel object oriented databases must 
provide the possibility to hide some part of the database schema. Hence, it would be 
interesting to combine our model with the approach suggested in [Jaj90c]. However, as 
it is pointed out by [Mi192], in the case where the schema is protected, some difficulties 
may appear when creating a multilevel object because a process needs to access the 
higher classified schema to create the view of the unclassified instance at higher 
classified levels. 

Two other approaches to support multilevel objects by decomposing them into 
single-level objects were proposed by [Mi192] and [Ber93]. In particular [Ber93] 
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suggests to represent multilevel objects using aggregation of single-level objects. 
However this approach requires to modify the schema and to rewrite the methods. 

In [BCGY94], we suggest to combine an approach based on the decomposition of 
multilevel objects into single level objects with a virtual view mechanism. This leads 
to a two-level architecture. At the bottom level, there are single-level objects. At the 
second level, there are virtual views which references to objects of different security 
levels. Such a view mechanism could be used on top of other approaches, proposed in 
the literature, based on single-level objects. 

Finally, there are some connections between our approach and the 'derive option' 
proposed in [Hai91] to design a multilevel relational database, the derive option 
permits a user to require that the value at a lower tuple is automatically copied up into 
the attribute of a higher level tuple. However, using this option in the relationnal model 
deeply complicates the retrieval of data from the database. In the object-oriented 
model, the down-pointing data references may be specified using an access path which 
enables the lower classified attribute values to be directly retrieved. 

6. Conc lu s ion  

Our objective in this paper is to develop a new model for Multilevel Object 
Oriented Databases. The central idea was to decompose a multilevel object oriented 
database into a collection of single level databases. This idea seems quite natural and 
was already applied to multilevel relational databases. However the MultiView model 
provides means to support multilevel entities and cover stories in avoiding some 
difficulties encountered in the relational model. This paper shows that we can expect 
significant gains from the object oriented model in comparison with the relational 
model. In particular, the object oriented model allows us to manage dynamic links 
between each single level database. These dynamic links avoid replication of the same 
information at several security levels and make automatic the propagation of a low 
level update to the higher levels. Moreover, by using navigation, a user may see, within 
a single level transaction, all the single level databases compatible with the security 
level of the transaction. 

We also show in this paper how the MultiView model allows us to manage very 
complex multilevel entities. Structured attribute tuple values as well as attribute set 
values are taken into account in the MultiView model. However this work could be 
extended in one major direction. Indeed, we could include the possibility of classifying 
some parts of the object oriented database schema, for instance the existence of a secret 
attribute or the existence of a secret method. This extension would provide us with a 
complete multilevel security model for object oriented databases which copes with any 
security requirement. 
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